
Palm Tree Service

Karl's Tree Trimming Service is experienced in palm removal, palm trimming and palm
shaving. Karl knows how to take care of these majestic trees of Tucson. 

Palm Removal

In a city like Tucson, where there is a palm tree on almost every corner, it is inevitable that they
die and unfortunately this last frigid winter didn't help. Karl and his team have the equipment
and necessary experience to remove your palm tree with the utmost care and safety. If you
want to replace your palm after its removal, Karl is happy to help with that, too. 

Palm Trimming and Shaving

Anybody who has a palm tree in Tucson knows that it can be a pain to maintain. Many have cut
themselves more than once trying to do the work themselves. Let Karl and his experienced
team perform all your palm trimming and palm shaving. He can do it faster, safer and at an
affordable price. If your palm fronds are hanging over onto your garden path, sidewalk or
driveway, get Karl and his team to cut it back. A palm trimming and shaving is not only a great
way to get rid of the nuisance of stray, dead palm fronds, but it is also crucial for your palm
tree's health and growth. 

Although palm trees seem to be invincible because they can stand the Tucson heat, they are
sensitive and need to be handled with care. If palm trimming is not done correctly it can lead to:

    
    -  loss in vigor  
    -  reduction in nutritional health  
    -  transmission of disease  
    -  lowered tolerance of cold and windstorms  

  

For this reason, you should always get a professional with years of experience to perform the
palm trimming and palm shaving necessary to keep your palm in good health. 

Whether you need a palm removal or palm trimming, Karl's Tree Trimming Service can help you
quickly, effectively and at a price you can afford.
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